
WELCOME TO THE 

DOCTOR OF HEALTH 
ADMINISTRATION

The DHA is designed for practicing health care professionals. The 
program prepares leaders and innovators like you to take on the 
highest levels of health care leadership. 

CMU’s program uses a theory-to-application approach to topics and 
research that are vital to leaders in today’s health care environment. 
You will expand critical and systems thinking, leadership and 
understanding of the health care environment; and contribute to 
the applied health administration and policy research.

You will share your journey with other senior-level leaders from 
across the health care spectrum. Together you will collaborate to find 
practical solutions to dilemmas facing our health care infrastructure.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: 

• Health system executives
• Health care consulting
• Federal and state health agency leaders
• Clinical leadership roles
• Leadership in military health care
• Community health executives
• Faculty roles in higher education

THE FORMAT:

• CMU’s DHA is delivered as an online cohort where students 
 move together through a sequence of fifteen courses leading 
 to the dissertation.
• Required face-to-face orientation at CMU.
• Six intensive weekend seminars where the cohort comes 

together on specialized topics. Locations vary.
• Students have a choice of completing the program in three 
 or five years.

CENTRAL MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

877-268-4636  ·  cmuglobal@cmich.edu

TRAVEL COURSES 

International travel courses are an exciting 

option for those interested in global health 

issues. You may substitute up to two face-

to-face seminars with travel courses or 

simply add any of the international 

travel courses. Destinations vary and have 

included Switzerland, Czech Republic and 

Belize. The Study Abroad program at CMU 

provides you with a budget of costs 

associated with these travel courses.

HEALTH ADMINISTRATION



DOCTOR OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

A new cohort begins each 

August. The application 

deadline is April 15.

THE COURSEWORK:

DHA 700 Leadership Strategies for Health Care Policy 

 and Organizations

DHA 702 Probability and Statistics for the Health Professions

DHA 704 Population Health

DHA 705 Seminar in Public Health

DHA 706 Quantitative Analysis in Health Organizations

DHA 708 Organizational Theory and Behavior for the 

 Health Professions

DHA 709 Seminar in Health Dynamics: Current Issues,   

 Trends and Change

DHA 710 Qualitative Analysis in Health Care

DHA 712 Research Methods and Practice for the 

 Health Professions

DHA 713 Seminar in Health Services Research

DHA 714 Health Systems Thinking and Practice

DHA 716 Communication in Health Organizations

DHA 717 Seminar in Health Care Dynamics: 

 Stakeholder Relations

DHA 718 Health Care Law, Regulations and Ethics

DHA 720 Health Economics

DHA 721 Seminar in Health Care Policy and Politics

DHA 722 Health Informatics

DHA 724 Fiscal Responsibility and Accountability for 

 Health Entities

DHA 725 Seminar in Strategic Planning for 

 Health Organizations

DHA 726 Applied Leadership

DHA 728 Comparative Health Systems

DHA 898 Dissertation
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The number of students in each cohort is limited.
A one-year waiting list is used for all qualified 
applicants who are not selected. These applicants 
will be contacted before the next cohort’s 
admission process begins.

FORMAT:    
Online 

Plus six intensive, face-to-face, weekend seminars. 

CREDIT HOURS:
63, including a 12-credit applied research dissertation.

TUITION: 
Special tuition rate global.cmich.edu/fi nances/tuition

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST:

■ Master’s degree from an accredited institution in an 

appropriate area of study (health, business or public 

administration; nursing management; public health; 

etc.) or a professional degree (M.D., D.O., D.D.S.).

■ Official transcripts from all previous undergraduate 

and graduate schools.

■ Professional résumé demonstrating at least three 

years of responsible experience at the mid to senior 

level in health administration, management, clinical 

leadership, and/or health or public health policy. 

Applicant must demonstrate significant influence 

in decision-making, planning, clinical programming, 

policy or other aspects of health beyond a staff or 

supervisory role.

■ Career goals statement.

■ List of names and contact information for at least 

three professional colleagues who can speak to your 

potential to do doctoral work.

■ Complete a telephone admission interview with the 

program faculty.


